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What is the NSSL?
‘SANBI shall on an annual basis

publish a list of sensitive taxa,
known as the Published list of
Sensitive Taxa’.
but in reality it is a

list of sensitive data
relating to sensitive taxa
which includes guidance to SANBI
when considering whether or not and
to what extent to disseminate
information relating to sensitive taxa.

Responsibilities re: sensitive data
Determine the
sensitivity of data
relating to
sensitive taxa.

Mark data as
sensitive in
SANBI’s
database

Publish list on
SANBI website

http://biodiversityadvisor.sanbi.org/onlinebiodiversity-data/access-and-policy/

Implement
controls to restrict
dissemination of
sensitive data

History of NSSL

May 2009

• Draft Policy produced
• Initial list generated

Oct 2009

• Sensitive Taxon Committee established
•

Nov 2009

• Policy finalised
• Listing Workshop Held

Dec 2009

May 2010

• Draft List developed by committee

• List finalised and published

2016 Process to date

Nov 2015

• Research into systematic methodology for
determining sensitive data and levels of control

May 2016

• Internal discussion on proposed methodology, and
national workshop

June 2016

• Invitations to workshop circulated

July 2016

May 2010

• Testing of methodology
• National workshop to evaluate methodology and build
consensus on future approach

Sensitive taxa and sensitive data
- Any taxon listed in NEMBA
- Any taxon listed by TSP as:
extinct, extinct in the wild, CR, EN,
VU with only one known locality
- Any taxa within a genus having no
less than 25% of its taxa IUCN or
NEMBA listed that are potentially
vulnerable to over-exploitation
from unsustainable collecting
and/or commercial use
Not all data pertaining to sensitive
taxa shall automatically be
considered as sensitive data.

• Data on populations of a
sensitive taxon that might
influence rarity or commercial
value
• Data on the precise location
of a sensitive taxon
• Data about the habitat that
might allow the location of a
sensitive taxon to be inferred
• Records of sensitive taxa in
collections (incl metadata)

Generating the list
• Within the scope of the SANBI definitions for sensitive taxa
and data.
• The policy places the onus on the data provider to specify:
• what data is sensitive
o The nature and degree of the sensitivity

– sensitivity levels not specified in policy

• The level of access control required
o

Within the categories of control used by SANBI

– categories not specified; Only QDS
generalisation for spatial data.

2009 list drafted by committee
Sensitive Taxon Justification

Number of
committee
members
commenting

Current status in
the committee

AGR: The localites of this species are already well known! Anyone wanting to collect it can do so at
any of the sites. Keeping the localities secret will not help this species! More vigilance is required, not
more secrecy: REMOVE!
LVS: This species is on CITES App I. Although we do not have data indicating that harvesting is a major
threat, for CITES it would have been listed with good reason? According to Michele Pfab A. pillansii is
traded in moderate volumes. Tony: we capture NEMBA and CITES information in the conservation
table in our database, not with the threats.

2

Contested

JEV: not threatened (only NT) therefore remove. Also conspicuous, common and easy to find.
LVS: This species' status in South Africa is actually VU. It has been downgraded due to regional criteria
procedures because it also occurs outside South Africa (in Mozambique and Swaziland). It also has a
restricted range - I would keep it on.

2

Contested

JEV: Is this really threatened by collectors?
AGR: OOPS: I missed this one: Thanks Janine. I cannot believe anyone would be interested in this plant
for any reason on earth other than that they were conservationists. This plant has zero horticultural
appeal. REMOVE
LVS: I don't know who put that threat on. A google of this name gives a total of 30 hits (Euphorbias and
Haworthias give at least 30 000)! I really don't think anyone is interested in this plant which looks like
grass and is dormant half the time. I am correcting the data in the database.

3

Not sensitive (but with hurt
feelings: ZERO horticultural
appeal??)

The need for an evidence-based approach
• Legal issue:
• Unable currently to defensibly refuse access to
information in terms of PAIA.
• Practical issues:
• Cumbersome to deal with data requests generally:
o Current list is inconsistent in approach;
o Current list is inconsistently documented
o For current list and newer data, we cannot give full
consideration to:
– Whether data is in fact sensitive
– the level of control/restriction required

Aim for the workshop
• Evaluate the methodology for compiling and the
list.
• Build consensus on the compilation of the list
• Build consensus on how SANBI should
manage sensitive species data.
• Build a shared understanding of how SANBI
will deal with sensitive data requests

Thank you

